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Form 2290-Heavy Highway Use Due August 31st
NFBI can e-file the 2290
Heavy Highway Use form
AND get an IRS stamped
Schedule 1 for you all within
the same day! All we need
back from you is a signed
copy of the 8879, stating
that you give us permission
to e-file you 2290 return.
Please do not hesitate to
contact Anthony
(Anthony@nfbi.net) with
questions or comments.

Who needs to file the
2290?
Anyone who drives a
vehicle that has a gross
weight of 55,000 lbs. or
·

more over public roads—no
matter if it is licensed to you
or in a LLC, Corporation,
Partnership, or held by
another entity.

less for agriculture (5,000 or
less for commercial use)
during the tax period, you
get to claim suspension.

Has NFBI filed your
Do you want NFBI to
2290 in the past?
file your 2290 for the
All we need from you is:
first time?
whether or not your
We will need your EIN
number (if your consultant
doesn’t have it). If you do
not have an EIN number,
we can get one for you! We
will also need the VIN
number for the truck(s) and
whether or not your truck(s)
are suspended. If you drive
your truck 7,500 miles or

information has changed
since last year, and if you
purchased or sold any
trucks. Let us know if you
would like us to do it again,
we will not automatically
process without your
acknowledgment.
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·
—
·
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·

-

·
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Keep in mind bank
statements for the first 8
months of the year are due
by October 15th.
Any statements received in
our office after this date
will be charged at double

the hourly rate of $55/
hour.
We prefer bank statements
to be sent in monthly or
quarterly so we can
provide you with timely,
updated reports.

-

2018 Nebraska Top Efficient Farms
By: Tina Barrett
A quarter doesn’t buy much these days so it’s
easy to dismiss the value, but when 25 cents is
what separates the cost of production per
bushel of corn between two groups, it can start
to add up.
In 2018 the net farm income average of all
farms included in the Nebraska Farm Business,
Inc. group was $94,121. That was a
surprisingly high number, but when compared
to the group called the Top Efficient Farms’
net income of $261,059, it shows there is a
significant difference. Why is the profitability
from one farm to another so different? Is it
just weather, location, markets, etc.? In hope
of trying to answer these questions, we have
been following this group of Top Efficient
farms for many years. The groups cover similar
geographic areas, and both contain
predominately corn and soybean growers.
The first chart shows the trend of net farm
income for the last ten years between the two
groups. The Top Efficient group consistently
keeps more income than the average. Both
groups have comparable gross farm income so
Chart 2

Chart 1

we know that size of the operation is not the
difference.
Knowing that the net farm income is higher
doesn’t tell us how it’s done. We have been
following several factors through the years to
answer this. Chart 2 contains the average
marketing price received for both corn and
soybeans. There are two lines for soybeans (the
upper lines) and two for corn (the lower lines).
The lines are so close that it’s hard to tell which
line is which. For the past ten years, we have not
seen a significant difference in the marketing of
the two groups
If we looked at the yield comparison for corn,
there are about 5 years out of the past ten that
there is a 5+ bushel/acre advantage to the Top
Efficient group. It is more noticeable than the
marketing, but still not significant enough to
explain the difference in net farm income.
With a profit equation of (price x yield) –
expenses, that leaves expenses as the best option
for these significant differences. Included are

-

Chart 3

Chart 4

the trends on cost per acre for seed
and fertilizer on irrigated corn.
Excluding 2017, there are some
consistent savings on seed costs; along
with the slight improvement in yield.
Fertilizer shows no consistent
conclusion.
There is not a category of expenses
that stands out as the one thing that
makes up the difference, but most
categories show a $1-$5 difference per
acre. When you get to total expense
per acre, the difference between the
Top Efficient group and the average
amounts to $40-$60 per acre,
depending on the enterprise. It seems
the old adage of “Watch the pennies
and the dollars will take care of
themselves” ends up being accurate in
this study. It is often the little
decisions made each day, that add up
to significant profit at the end of the
year. Is the lesson from this not to

spend money? No, of course not. It
doesn’t make sense to try and grow
corn without seed or other inputs, and
there is value in utilizing experts such
as crop/marketing/financial
consultants, even if it’s hard to
measure. The lesson is to make sure
that the decisions you are making
return the highest net return, and not
the highest gross return. In other
words, getting the highest yield may
actually cost you more than it returns.
If the last additive costs $10 per acre
and is expected to give you a 3-bushel
yield bump, the price needs to be
more than $3.33 or that additive cost
you more than it returned.
The complete study of these two
groups is available on our website
www.nfbi.net or by calling our office
at 402-464-6324.

“There is value in
utilizing experts
such as crop/
marketing/financial
consultants.”
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The Winner of Our Photo Contest Is…

Congratulations Michelle Milleson!!! Michelle has won our photo contest and will receive a $50
Visa gift card. NFBI wants to say thank you to all who participated and be sure to keep a lookout for your
pictures in future newsletter publications and on our website. We are still looking to add to our photo
library. Please feel free to send any agriculture related photos to us at info@nfbi.net.

Early Tax Planning
Tax planning is beneficial in years with high or low profit margins.
Now might be a good time to meet with your consultant before
harvest begins.

Contact our office to make an early tax planning
appointment.
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Good Farmer to Great Manager
Who should participate in
this class?
This class is designed to be a
very basic level record keeping
course. It starts with why you
need to keep reconciled books
and ends with understanding
some of the ratios you can
calculate from a balance sheet
and income statement. We will
also cover the differences
between cash and accrual
accounting and the places for
both. The goal is that by the
end of the course you know
why it is important to keep
good records and how to
maintain them. Going
forward, this will help with the
tax return being prepared
correctly and having an

***A minimum of 5 individuals/entities
will be required for the class to occur.

analysis prepared. If you
already are participating in the
financial analysis program with
NFBI, you are likely already
doing most of the things
included in this class, but you
are welcome to participate if
you want.
What’s next?
Due to the popularity of this
program and the interest it
sparked, we are working on
developing a Good Farm to
Great Manager, Part 2 class.
Watch your newsletters for
more on this. We will be
working to understand the
information provided in a
financial analysis. Because of
this, we highly encourage you
have an analysis done. We feel

Please Welcome a New Member to Our Staff
Chantelle Rummell—Administrative Assistant
I grew up on a ranch outside of Dunning, located in the center of Nebraska.
My family still lives on the ranch where they raise black angus cattle, custom
hay in the summer, and background cattle in the winter. After graduating high
school I attended Doane University in Crete where I earned my Bachelor’s
degree. I currently live in Cortland with my husband and our 10-year-old
daughter Morgan. In our free time we love fishing, visiting my family on the
ranch, and supporting my siblings in all of their endeavors.

it will be most beneficial if you
have YOUR ratios, YOUR
breakeven calculations and all
of YOUR data, so as we talk
about these items we know
they are calculated the same
for benchmarking and
discussion. We will not be
sharing your personal
information but it will be
helpful for you to have access
to it as we compare to
averages, etc.

Class Dates:
• 1PM-5PM on August 22nd
and 8AM-Noon on August 23rd
• 1PM-5PM on September 5th
and 8AM-Noon on September
6th

3815 Touzalin Ave, Ste. 105
Lincoln, NE 68507
Phone: (402) 464-6324
Fax: (402) 464-6355
Email: info@nfbi.net

“Yielding success through
financial management”

Nebraska Farm Business, Inc. will be closed on Monday, September 2nd in
accordance with Labor Day. We wish everyone a happy and safe Labor Day!

Husker Harvest Days 2019
Be looking for a postcard from us in
the mail!
Don’t forget to download the
Husker Harvest Days app. It is
available on iTunes and Google
Play, just search “Husker
Harvest Days 2019”

The show is held in Grand
Island September 10th-12th, 2019.
The hours of the show are as
follows: Tuesday 8:00-5:00,
Wednesday 8:00-5:00, and
Thursday 8:00-4:00.

Stop in, say “Hello!” and
bring the postcard to our
booth at HHD and you will
receive a gift.

OUR BOOTH IS
LOCATED...
In the Diversified Industries
Building West. DIBW1707

